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Maui Widow Waltz 2011-08-02 even death do us part couldn t spoil her wedding day plans wedding planner pali moon is thrilled when a
would be bride shows up at let s get maui d inquiring about a lavish beach wedding that is until she learns it must be on valentine s day just
nine days away oh yeah and one other little hitch the groom disappeared at sea a week earlier but the bride s convinced he ll be found safe and
sound so she s got a plan and a man to do a proxy ceremony if necessary the day before the big nuptials a man s body washes ashore on a
south maui beach has the groom finally shown up if so what s it going to be a wedding or a funeral this is the first book in the islands of
aloha mystery series
A Mayfair Christmas Carol 2017-12-02 a christmas extravaganza in mayfair florida complete with an ice skating rink what could go
wrong when excavation for the skating rink uncovers a decades old skeleton its secrets threaten more than the town s christmas plans
worried about her friends in her adopted town and feeling responsible since the let s attract more tourists idea was hers initially dog trainer
marcia banks is determined to help her police detective boyfriend solve the mystery whether he wants her help or not perhaps she can wheedle
more out of the townspeople than he can but will she and her black lab buddy be able to keep the ghost of christmas past from destroying
what is left of mayfair s founding family or will her meddling make matters worse if you like books by annie bassett b r snow and mary hiker
you may also enjoy the marcia banks and buddy mystery series the marcia banks and buddy mystery series to kill a labrador arsenic and young
lacy call of the woof a mayfair christmas carol patches in the rye the legend of sleepy mayfair keywords cozy mystery mystery books cozy
mysteries murder mysteries dog mystery books dog mysteries cozy mystery books female detective amateur sleuth female sleuth good mystery
books murder mystery books therapy dog ptsd veterans fiction books mystery novel first in series crime fiction pet sleuth animal mysteries
private investigator series books cozy mystery series dog mystery series service dog combat veterans dog training ptsd sexual assault in
the military dogs
ILL-TIMED ENTANGLEMENTS 2012-03-18 no good deed goes unpunished when newly widowed kate huntington agrees to help her closest
friend s elderly aunt with a problem the problem ends up dead and kate ends up in the middle of a police investigation to clear aunt betty of
suspicion kate and her cohorts must wade through a brimming pool of suspects some of whom have secrets they would prefer stay buried as
the investigation progresses she is finding it hard to deny her attraction to one of the parties involved but it s too soon she s still grieving
for her beloved eddie then her friend rob surprises everyone when his reaction to this potential romance is both intense and negative is he only
concerned that his friend will get hurt or could he be jealous meanwhile the residents of the lancaster retirement community continue to die
off and not from natural causes soon the question becomes not just whether they ll find the killer but at what cost her friendship with rob
or one of their lives female sleuth women detectives mystery detective women sleuths friendship mystery series cozy mystery romantic
suspense retirement community
Sins of the Sarcophagus 2023-08-31 denial ain t just a river in egypt maddie kosloski is about to unveil her new expanded museum but when
the corpse of a local building inspector is discovered inside her prized egyptian sarcophagus maddie s plans are thrown into disarray a modern
mummy isn t all she s got on her hands running a non profit paranormal museum is no get rich quick pyramid scheme maddie has stakeholders
more employees and now donors to placate can she balance their demands and an off the books murder investigation maddie must race against
the clock to unearth a criminal more cunning than the sphynx but will the cost of unveiling this killer be more than she s willing to pay if
you love laugh out loud mysteries with heart and a touch of the paranormal you ll love sins of the sarcophagus book 9 in the perfectly
proper paranormal museum series of novels especially since it wasn t written with ai get cozy with this puzzling mystery today
Stone 2020-07-07 a murder a haunted house a possessed spell book what could go wrong since childhood doyle witch jayce figured the
old stone house was haunted turns out she may have been right a string of odd deaths in the house has culminated in murder and newlywed
jayce is on the case she is a witch after all so what if it s samhain season when the veil between the worlds is thin right but when jayce finds
creepy connections between the old house and the spell book she s sworn to destroy she s plunged into a conspiracy darker than anything
mysterious doyle has thrown at her before are supernatural forces at work or is jayce facing a mortal foe if you re a fan of charlaine
harris heather blake or amanda m lee don t miss stone book 8 in the witches of doyle cozy mysteries this halloween novella is a witch cozy
mystery featuring true to life spells in the back of the book a trio of witchy sisters and a dash of romance stone can be read as a
standalone
The Kate Huntington Mysteries Collection II 2022-03-09 another three book bundle and a bonus novella follow kate huntington and her
new pi husband as they deal with the paparazzi an international assassin and a 9 11 first responder accused of murder plus a locked room
mystery on a caribbean cruise celebrity status kate s pi husband skip canfield has his first celebrity client a pop singer with a stalker who
has a twisted concept of love soon skip and his family are being hounded by paparazzi and someone is planting evidence that kate and their
lawyer friend rob are lovers struggling to deal with this unwanted attention and a stalker who will stop at nothing kate and skip must
face the reality that they can t always keep those they love from harm collateral casualties a former psychotherapy client reaches out
to kate and reveals a foreign diplomat s dark secret then dies of natural causes days later was the man delusional or is she now privy to
dangerous information soon she realizes he was quite sane and he was murdered now she and anyone she might have told are targets of a
ruthless assassin bent on protecting the ambassador s secret zero hero on the 10th anniversary of 9 11 the media replays the videos again
and again and a national hero s life unravels when the first responder already struggling with ptsd and addiction is accused of murder kate
finds herself going above and beyond to help him she and her pi husband are thrust into a deadly world of drugs prostitutes and hired killers
and end up questioning who they are and what it means to be brave cruel capers on the caribbean trouble seems to find kate huntington even
on a caribbean cruise she befriends socialite cora beall who s having relationship problems when cora s corpse is found in a cabin locked from
the inside the ship s captain assumes it s suicide but kate is skeptical the evidence points more and more toward murder but how did the killer
get out of a locked room note the first two books in this collection were part of a previous 5 book bundle
The Marcia Banks and Buddy Mystery Collection I 2021-05-06 training service dogs shouldn t be dangerous unless you are dog trainer
marcia banks she has two personality traits that represent both her best and her worst selves she can t let a wrong stand without at
least trying to make it right and she s nosy in to kill a labrador no dogs die she s reunited with her first trainee a black labrador rottie mix
named buddy when his former marine owner is accused of murdering his wife marcia is called in to dog sit outraged that his small town is
assuming him guilty until proven innocent she tries to uncover the real killer even after the hunky local sheriff politely tells her to butt
out marcia keeps poking around until the killer finally pokes back in arsenic and young lacy marcia deals with a challenging client a neurotic
former army nurse who is being stalked when marcia receives a bizarre warning to stay away from her client and even sweet lacy is caught up
in the stalker s maliciousness marcia is torn the young woman needs her service dog and marcia needs the training fee to bolster her
perpetually tight finances but how can she put her dogs at risk not to mention herself in the call of the woof marcia s former client a
motorcycle enthusiast and traumatic brain injury sufferer is accused of robbery and murder marcia and buddy set out to clear his name
fighting misconceptions about bikers and tbi along the way her boyfriend isn t very happy though that she s putting herself at risk again and
taking him along on her wild ride in a mayfair christmas carol when mayfair florida s newly minted chamber of commerce goes off the rails and
decides to build an ice skating rink for a christmas extravaganza a decades old skeleton is uncovered and its secrets threaten more than the
town s christmas plans marcia is determined to help her police detective boyfriend solve the mystery whether he wants her help or not can she
and buddy keep the ghost of christmas past from destroying what is left of mayfair s founding family this is the first of several holiday
novellas that are an integral part of the series they focus more on the town where marcia lives than on her veteran clients
Lethal Assumptions 2021-11-22 there s a new female cop on the scene judith anderson s no nonsense attitude and confidence served her well
in her climb to homicide lieutenant in the baltimore county pd but that confidence is shaken when she finds herself one step behind a serial killer
just eight days into her new job as chief of police in a small florida city the first victim a female college student may be a case of wrong
place wrong time but the bodies keep coming with a mishmash of mos and the murders may be linked to various cases in nearby jacksonville
while judith assumed the cop job would be challenging she s finding it harder than she imagined to establish her authority without alienating
and be more hands on without micro managing plus evidence is stacking up that there s a leak in her department who can she trust if she makes
the wrong assumption the wrong decision it may be her last in a race to save lives she ll draw on every talent and instinct that made her a
star in baltimore but will it be enough this time fans of ja jance s sheriff joanna brady and jd robb s eve dallas will love judith anderson
The Sound and The Furry 2019-06-27 a tropical paradise turns deadly service dog trainer marcia banks had thought it was the perfect
arrangement stay on her client s private gulf coast island and get the human phase of the training done more quickly while enjoying a much
needed break from the chaos of house renovations back home this certainly wasn t the tranquil getaway she d envisioned however two
resident ghosts a sour puss housekeeper and bearing witness to her client s shaky marriage are bad enough but within days she s discovered
even deeper and darker layers of dysfunction via emails and static filled phone calls fianc� will haines convinces her to get herself and her
dog buddy out of there but before marcia can accomplish this a late season hurricane abruptly changes course and strands them on the
island with a murderer the marcia banks and buddy mystery series to kill a labrador arsenic and young lacy call of the woof a mayfair
christmas carol patches in the rye the legend of sleepy mayfair the sound and the furry a star spangled mayfair keywords cozy mystery
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mystery books cozy mysteries murder mysteries dog mystery books dog mysteries cozy mystery books female detective amateur sleuth female
sleuth good mystery books murder mystery books therapy dog ptsd veterans fiction books mystery novel first in series crime fiction pet
sleuth animal mysteries private investigator series books cozy mystery series dog mystery series service dog combat veterans dog training
dogs tropical island beach read service dog trainer military veteran golden retriever dog hurricane female protagonist
The Shamanic Detective 2020-07-24 worst proposal ever riga s midlife magic might be malfunctioning but at least her love life s getting a
do over until an fbi raid interrupts donovan s marriage proposal is the fairytale over this no nonsense metaphysical detective is determined
to find the truth but the supernatural has other plans for her time and riga is forced to protect a shaman stalked by a clever killer and as
the mysteries of donovan and the shaman become entangled riga must choose between facts and faith just how far is she willing to go for
love if you love talking gargoyles smart mysteries and mature heroines with complicated lives you ll love this midlife mystery series pick up
this page turning paranormal women s fiction today because this complicated gen x detective isn t like the others the shamanic detective is
book 2 in the riga hayworth paranormal mystery series start reading now
Harvest of the Witch 2023-10-06 halloween is coming and so is murder doyle witch karin has it all a loving husband two wonderful
children a flexible career now that her days of fighting dark magicians is over she s perfectly happy in her comfortable life but beneath the
surface of perfection cracks are emerging so when a witch she s mentoring asks for help karin might be a little too eager to escape her routine
until she arrives at the remote mansion retreat to find her apprentice is dead exploring the fragile balance between love and longing happiness
and deception karin must follow the trail of dark magic to its end but can she overcome not only a killer but her own inner demons a thrilling
supernatural mystery packed with halloween magic and murder perfect for fans of paranormal women s fiction this short read is book 12 in
the witches of doyle mystery series and a prequel to kirsten weiss s new mystery school series
Damsel in a Dress 2021-04-30 bridesmaid duties can be deadly the summer heat is on in small town san benedetto and maddie has more than
wedding cake on her plate she s managing her paranormal museum helping her best friend adele with wedding plans and trying to prove that
adele s vintage wedding dress is most definitely not haunted but when a bridesmaid turns up murdered maddie has to solve the crime to save
the wedding as her bouquet of suspects grows and everyone s alibis have the ring of truth maddie begins to doubt this wedding will go off
without a hitch if you love laugh out loud mysteries witty heroines wacky relatives and a touch of the paranormal you ll love damsel in
a dress book 5 in the perfectly proper paranormal museum series of novels get cozy with this puzzling mystery today
Fatal Escape 2022-12-10 the criminals aren t giving chief of police judith anderson much time to acclimate to florida or even to finish
unpacking only two months on the job and barely recovered from a serial killer case the newly minted c o p is called out to a scene of what
looks like a suicide an abandoned car on a bridge and a young woman s body pulled from the river but why is there no id on her or in the car
and who wiped all the fingerprints off the car s exterior with the help of sheriff sam from nearby clover county judith s search for answers
leads to the discovery of an orphaned child and a human trafficking ring operating in her city and to the realization that she s up against
more than one ruthless foe perhaps even someone on her own force can judith find a killer weed out the corruption in her department and stop
the traffickers before more lives are destroyed fans of ja jance s sheriff joanna brady and jd robb s eve dallas will love the second
installment in this new series about a female chief of police
Stream 2020-07-23 will murder cancel this doyle witch s christmas certain holiday spirits are keeping karin s hands full and the challenges
of motherhood and a cursed spell book have already put a dent in her usual good cheer but when she discovers the body of a man in a
mountain stream she s swept into a mystery that will take all her magic and mental powers to solve because the dead man s mysterious
colleagues have taken an interest in karin s children this christmas holiday novella is a complete cozy mystery and wraps up the story of
the cursed spell book once and for all if you re a fan of charlaine harris heather blake or amanda m lee don t miss stream book 9 in the
witches of doyle cozy mysteries stream is a witch cozy mystery featuring true to life spells in the back of the book a trio of witchy sisters
and a dash of romance stream can be read as a standalone
My Funny Mayfair Valentine 2020-09-22 a newcomer to mayfair charms the socks off of susanna mayfair the sheltered niece of the town s
elderly matriarch in a panic the aunt turns to service dog trainer marcia banks to dig into the man s past what marcia finds with her
detective husband will s help is disturbing a trail of broken hearts and outstanding warrants but when the older gentleman is arrested he
claims it s a case of mistaken identity while will attempts to untangle the truth and susanna struggles with her feelings marcia is worried
about her friend s mental health unaware that susanna may be in physical danger as well will marcia figure it out in time to protect susanna
and herself
The Cannoli Caper 2024-02-14 ex files italian style paranormal museum director maddie is navigating the waters of post breakup life in
sunny sicily but there s no time to wallow as she prepares to play bridesmaid for her famous sister s castle wedding but are the pre wedding
celebrations a veil for something sinister because maddie is snatched from sicily s cobbled streets and thrust into a quirky caper of
misadventures and murder and when a man from her past rushes to her rescue maddie must face uncomfortable questions about her heart and
her family and the biggest question of all can maddie stop a killer before he strikes again if you love quirky heroines twisty mysteries and
laugh out loud humor you ll love this short travel mystery book ten in the perfectly proper paranormal museum novels get cozy with the
cannoli caper and start this hilarious whodunit today a book written entirely by a natural semi intelligent human and not by ai
Lord of the Fleas 2020-04-17 what could be more innocent than a country flea market when service dog trainer marcia banks takes up
temporary residence with her best friend in williston florida her goals are simple spoil her toddler godchildren and train her newest dog s
veteran owner a vendor at a local flea market ha the universe has other plans when the owner of the flea market is found dead and her client
is a prime suspect she discovers that nothing is as it seems from the flea market owner himself to the ornate dragonhead cane he gave to her
client to the beautiful but not very bright young woman whom her client has a crush on the only true innocent in the bunch seems to be her
guileless client but when he shares a confidence that puts her in a double bind with local law enforcement she s not sure she can even trust
him despite her promises to her new husband to not poke around in the investigation the only way out of her no win dilemma seems to be to find
the real killer the flea market however is hiding more secrets and at least one of them could be deadly
Fate 2019-11-15 a cursed circus comes to town witch jayce bonheim has spent the last four months waiting for a horde of dark magicians
to come to town now they ve arrived embedded in a traveling circus and they re bigger and badder than this ex party girl could have imagined
wreaking havoc wherever they go but when a murder rocks her small town jayce must stop the chaos walking a tightrope between dark
spells and past regrets can jayce stop a murderer and stop these magicians from transforming the world forever if you re a fan of charlaine
harris heather blake or amanda m lee don t miss fate book 6 in the witches of doyle cozy mystery novels this novel is a full length witch
cozy mystery featuring true to life spells in the back of the book a trio of witchy sisters and a dash of romance fate can be read as a
standalone it s rated pg 13 due to mild language and some romance
Police Protection 2019-05-10 a story ripped from real life headlines a police detective is found in an alley standing over the body of an
unarmed african american boy groggy from a concussion he has no memory of what happened and he is literally holding the smoking gun to the
baltimore county internal affairs division it s a slam dunk but various forces push psychotherapist kate huntington and her p i husband to
investigate behind the scenes and what they find doesn t add up why did the boy s oldest brother disappear on the same day and did the third
brother who s on the autism spectrum and nonverbal witness something relevant when seemingly unrelated events emerge as a pattern of
intentional obstruction and diversion it becomes apparent that what happened in that alley was more than just a bad shoot by a stressed
out cop for kate the case has become personal as she s connected with the grieving mother whose dead son was the same age as her billy the
answers may come from unexpected sources but she and skip better find them soon before another life is lost
Auld Lang Mayfair 2023-01-21 should auld acquaintance be forgot the last year has been eventful for marcia and husband will they ve
successfully launched their private investigation agency and completed their family with an adorable but creatively energetic baby girl now
they re about to ring in the new year with friends and neighbors but there s something more than champagne bubbling in mayfair florida the
octogenarian matriarch of the town is always looking for ways to boost the community s economy her latest scheme is the addition of a
row of shops along main street but a few of her new tenants have something more nefarious in mind than simply selling their wares when old
hostilities set off new year s fireworks a shopkeeper ends up dead and two friends of marcia s are prime suspects determined to clear them
marcia and will with buddy s help of course set out to uncover the real grim reaper
One Flew Over the Chow-Chow's Nest 2021-06-04 the world moves toward normal but marcia s life is rarely normal newly vaccinated
marcia banks can finally schedule the human phase of training with her air force pilot client the soon to be owner of a chow husky service
dog named bear but when she calls to set things up she s informed that the veteran has been in a private psychiatric hospital for months with
no one allowed to visit due to covid marcia puts out feelers to find out what is going on and suddenly he is discharged only to have his
private plane crash in a fiery ball two days later convinced this is no coincidence marcia attempts to find out how her veteran client became
the target of a murderer what she uncovers looks suspiciously like a scheme to defraud the veterans administration but who s behind it and
did they sabotage her client s plane or did the saboteur have a more personal motive and just how determined are they to silence marcia note
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this story occurs during the end of the covid pandemic but it focuses on the optimism and relief of the spring of 2021 in the u s
Oolong, Farewell 2020-09-21 when all the neighbors want you dead abigail beanblossom is finally getting into the groove of her new tea
and tarot room and in abigail s mind when things are going right that s exactly when they re about to go wrong but she never could have
guessed the mother who abandoned her as a child would suddenly return looking for tea and sympathy now all abigail wants is to escape so
when her grandfather s quirky friend archer asks abigail and her partner hyperion to investigate the murder of his neighbor the two amateur
sleuths leap at the opportunity abigail suspects archer s fears of arrest are a tempest in a teapot the victim s been renting out his mansion
for noisy events and bringing the entire neighborhood to a boil and the old money and nouveau riche suspects are as plentiful as they are
quirky but when archer becomes suspect 1 abigail and hyperion must steep themselves in the fraught world of upper crust homeowners
associations and instagram stars because this cockeyed killer is just getting started oolong farewell is book 3 in the tea and tarot
mystery series get cozy and start reading this hilarious whodunit today tearoom recipes in the back of the book
Bartered Innocence 2023-08-16 an innocent errand to pick up her young niece at a children s birthday party plunges p i jenny glassman into a
gruesome scene and sets off a desperate search for a kidnapped woman and five missing children police detective hunt morgan certainly doesn t
need a civilian cluttering up his case not even one who s a licensed investigator but this particular p i keeps coming up with good leads and
she s the first woman he s felt attracted to in a long time meanwhile deanna roberts is dealing with the terrifying reality that she has been
kidnapped along with her daughter and four other little girls she can t afford to wait for the authorities to find them in a few days they
will suffer a horrific fate unless she can find a way to escape even if it means sacrificing herself
The Twelve Heists of Christmas 2023-10-09 the shortest day of the year is anything but for c o p judith anderson a series of smash and
grab robberies is threatening to derail the christmas shopping season in the small florida city where judith anderson is the new chief of police
shoppers are afraid merchants are frustrated the mayor is furious and judith and her department are looking like fools but they have little
to go on the thief is quick and is completely covered from head to toe wearing a dark hoodie and plastic santa mask the situation takes a
nasty turn when a shop owner shoots at the fleeing robber and hits a young teenager instead judith is determined to stop the mayhem before
someone else is seriously hurt or worse but will she be able to unmask the thieving santa before christmas and is she prepared for what she
may find if she does
Murder in Paradise 2015-12-07 travel to exotic places and solve intriguing mysteries all without leaving the comfort of your favorite
reading chair three stories from the kate on vacation cozy mystery series all for the price of one an unsaintly season in st augustine even on
vacation kate huntington can t seem to avoid other people s troubles while in st augustine florida for the christmas holidays she and her pi
husband get caught up in trying to find a friend of kate s parents who s gone missing they soon discover that this isn t just a case of a senior
citizen wandering off can they reunite the elderly man with his wife before christmas or will others who mean him harm find him first cruel
capers on the caribbean join kate for a caribbean cruise and a locked room mystery on board she befriends socialite cora beall who is having
relationship problems when cora s corpse is found in a cabin secured from the inside the ship s captain assumes it s suicide kate is skeptical as
the evidence points more and more toward murder but how did the killer get out of the locked room ten gallon tensions in texas town secrets
an old nemesis and a corpse what else will show up at kate s husband s high school reunion in texas new disputes are heaped on top of old
animosities tempers flare and skip ends up stumbling upon a dead body trying to uncover the murderer leads kate and skip to uncover some
long buried secrets instead and their names just might end up on the killer s must die list cozy mystery boxed set caribbean hawaii exotic
settings female sleuth mystery collections kate huntington mysteries kate on vacation cozy mystery series private detective
The Kate Huntington Mysteries Collection IV 2022-05-25 the final 2 books in the kate huntington mysteries plus book 1 in the spinoff series
starring lieutenant judith anderson the c o p on the scene police procedurals fans of ja jance s sheriff joanna brady and jd robb s eve dallas
will love this new female cop on the scene anxiety attack an operative working for kate s p i husband is shot during an undercover
assignment involving industrial espionage and the alleged shooter turns out to be one of her psychotherapy clients a man suffering from
severe social anxiety kate believes he s innocent and tensions build at home until a suspicious suicide brings the case to a head is the spy tying
up loose ends and is kate s husband one of those loose ends police protection a story ripped from real life headlines a police detective is
found standing over the body of an unarmed african american boy with no memory of what happened investigating behind the scenes kate
huntington and her p i husband determine that this was more than just a bad shoot by a stressed out cop they d better figure out what
really happened soon before another life is lost lethal assumptions eight days into her new job as chief of police in a small florida city judith
anderson finds herself one step behind a serial killer in a race to save lives she ll need every talent and instinct that made her a star homicide
detective in baltimore but will that be enough this time
The Kate Huntington Mysteries Collection I ~ Books 1- 3 2022-01-29 a three book bundle plus a fun bonus novella set at christmas time a
psychotherapist whose passion for helping others often lands her in trouble multiple motives kate is normally the one who helps other
people cope with trauma and tragedy but she herself has led a charmed life until a killer rips it apart when the lead detective assumes she and
her lawyer friend rob franklin are lovers trying to eliminate their spouses they must investigate on their own who hates them enough to
want them both dead and doesn t seem to mind if others get caught in the crossfire ill timed entanglements no good deed goes unpunished when
kate agrees to help her friend rob s elderly aunt with a problem the problem ends up dead and kate ends up in the middle of a police
investigation to clear aunt betty of suspicion kate and her cohorts must wade through a brimming pool of suspects some of whom have
secrets they would prefer stay buried meanwhile the residents of aunt betty s retirement community are continuing to die off and not from
natural causes family fallacies kate returns from maternity leave to the work she loves only to face a series of disturbing events
anonymous and vaguely threatening notes a malpractice suit for supposedly planting false memories in a client s mind and when a party
involved in the lawsuit turns up dead kate becomes a murder suspect there is one bright note however she s falling in love now if she could
just get the ghost of her dead husband out of her head and a bonus novella an unsaintly season in st augustine even on vacation kate
huntington can t seem to avoid other people s troubles while in st augustine florida for the christmas holidays she and her pi husband get
caught up in trying to find a friend of kate s parents who s gone missing they soon discover that this isn t just a case of a senior citizen
wandering off can they reunite the elderly man with his wife before christmas or will others who mean him harm find him first
The Marcia Banks and Buddy Mystery Collection II 2021-07-20 a second collection of books 5 to 7 starring service dog trainer marcia
banks and her four legged best friend and mentor dog buddy including a halloween romp with a seriously scary twist and a visit to a
tropical island that turns deadly in patches in the rye service dog trainer marcia goes a bit off the rails for a while as she s tempted to try
her hand at being a private detective nothing about her new client is what she expected from the posh house that says family money to his
paranoid preoccupation with his sister s love life but when he dangles a fat retainer check under her nose she can t resist the deeper she digs
however the more questions arise the most pressing one being who s driving the black suv that keeps trying to turn marcia and buddy into
roadkill in the legend of sleepy mayfair marcia s adopted town is once again driving her a little nuts no sooner has she moved her horse into
the new mayfair riding stable than its eccentric owner edna mayfair decides to turn the barn into a haunted house for halloween meanwhile an
anonymous prankster is haunting mayfair and the local postmistress has a strange request for marcia all this along with her new role of
godmother to her best friend s adorable twins is a bit overwhelming but it s nothing compared to what s coming as halloween approaches in
the sound and the furry a tropical paradise turns deadly marcia thinks it will be the perfect arrangement stay on her client s beautiful
private island while conducting the human phase of the training but a tranquil getaway this is not thanks to two resident ghosts a sour
puss housekeeper and her client s shaky marriage then mother nature ups the ant� when a freak late season hurricane traps her and her dogs
on the island with a killer each story is a complete mystery but the characters are best understood and enjoyed if the stories are read in
order
Doyle Witch Mysteries 4-6 2021-04-18 the faerie curse that plagued the town of doyle is over or is it witch jayce bonheim has finally got
her life back on track her coffeeshop s been rebuilt she s got the perfect boyfriend and the murderous magic that imperiled jayce and her witchy
sisters has been defeated but murder and magic won t leave this cheeky witch alone in this special collection jayce is pulled into three murder
investigations with magical overtones and while she looks for answers trouble is brewing even closer to home and jayce discovers her
perfect relationship may not be so perfect after all a thrilling and funny witch mystery series perfect for fans of annabel chase adele abbot
and amanda lee if you love stories rich with magic mystery and murder you ll love this set of books four through six in the series including
witch fey and fate buy this special collection in the witches of doyle paranormal mystery series and experience these charming cozy mysteries
today spells in the back of each book
A Star-Spangled Mayfair 2019-07-20 a flamboyant fianc� a mob killer roman candle a yappy rescue dog and a bison bull named tarzan a
recipe for chaos and calamity for marcia s introverted friend jess randall when not serving up her to die for eggs and biscuits at the mayfair
diner jess just wants to live quietly on their farm but her fianc� dan has impulsively offered to host the mayfair independence day
extravaganza the day of the big bash marcia and her dog buddy witness a public fight between the couple and just hours later dan is found
with a roman candle through his chest was it an accident or was it murder and is jess a killer as the sheriff s department believes between dog
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training sessions marcia feels compelled to investigate especially when there are signs that the real killer may not be finished could jess be the
next target this mayfair holiday novella can be enjoyed as a stand alone or as part of the marcia banks and buddy series the marcia banks
and buddy mystery series to kill a labrador arsenic and young lacy call of the woof a mayfair christmas carol patches in the rye the legend
of sleepy mayfair the sound and the furry a star spangled mayfair keywords cozy mystery mystery books cozy mysteries murder mysteries
dog mystery books dog mysteries cozy mystery books female detective amateur sleuth female sleuth good mystery books murder mystery
books therapy dog ptsd veterans fiction books mystery novel first in series crime fiction pet sleuth animal mysteries private investigator
series books cozy mystery series dog mystery series service dog combat veterans dog training dogs beach read service dog trainer military
veteran golden retriever dog female protagonist
Unbound 2021-06-30 three witches and a metaphysical detective riga just wants to mentor three young witches and go home doyle witch
jayce wouldn t take help if it landed on her but when a man is murdered in front of their eyes these two must learn to work together because
a dead man is the least of their worries jayce bonheim loves magic and doyle california but she and her small town have been paying a deadly
price for the fairy gate she and her sisters can t close now a society of dark magicians has returned to town a deadly winged monster has
come through the gate and an old friend has been murdered and the new mentor who s supposed to help jayce and her sisters seems to have an
agenda of her own it was supposed to be a simple training gig for riga hayworth not a murder investigation still reeling from a tragic
mistake in her past she s determined to stay retired but the murder and the town s magic seem tied together can riga resist the lure of an
investigation a thrilling and funny paranormal mystery packed with magic mystery and murder perfect for fans of mercy thompson
supernatural and charlaine harris buy unbound and start reading this page turning witch mystery today
Doyle Witch Mysteries 7-9 2021-04-18 the witches of doyle have one job destroy a magical book that threatens to devastate the world
but try to tell that to their small town sheriff a book of lovecraftian dark magic is stirring up trouble in doyle in the three witch cozy
mysteries in oak when a decade s old corpse turns up in the hollow of a haunted oak sheriff mccourt drafts lenore into service since the
coroner can t identify the body why not ask a shamanic witch who can see the dead in stone a string of odd deaths in a haunted house has
culminated in murder and newlywed jayce is on the case she is a witch after all so what if it s samhain season when the veil between the
worlds is thin in stream certain holiday spirits are keeping karin s hands full and when she discovers the body of a man in a mountain stream
she s swept into a mystery that will take all her magic and mental powers to solve because the dead man s mysterious colleagues have
taken an interest in karin s children a thrilling and funny witch mystery series perfect for fans of amy boyles heather blake or amanda m lee if
you love stories rich with magic mystery and murder you ll love this special collection of books four through six in the series including oak
stone and stream buy this 3 book set in the witches of doyle paranormal mystery series and experience these charming cozy mysteries today
spells in the back of each book
Doyle Witch Mysteries 1-3 2021-04-19 the witches of doyle cozy mystery collection bound ground and down three sisters three mysteries
three love affairs the bonheim triplets live seemingly ordinary lives hiding their magic from their neighbors in the small mountain town of doyle
california but they re caught in a web of love magic and murders and if they don t unpuzzle these crimes and the curse that holds their family
and small town in thrall three thrilling witch cozy mysteries packed with magic mystery and murder perfect for fans of mercy thompson
supernatural and charlaine harris buy the doyle witch mystery collection and start reading these page turning paranormal mysteries today
spells included in the back of the books
To Bark or Not To Bark 2022-07-01 service dog trainer marcia banks haines tackles a locked room mystery in a haunted house while
training the recipient of her latest dog the border collie dolly has been trained to clear rooms for an agoraphobic marine who was ambushed
in a bombed out building in syria but the phantom attackers in his psyche become the least of his troubles when marcia finds his ex wife s
corpse in his master bedroom with the door bolted from the inside was it suicide or murder marcia can t see her client as a killer but the local
sheriff can then the marine reports hearing his ex calling for him to join her on the other side of the grave is his house really haunted or is he
hallucinating bottom line marcia has lost a client to suicide before she s not going to lose another
The Widow Waltz 2014-05-27 chosen by people and usa today as a great summer read georgia waltz has an enviable life a plush
manhattan apartment a hamptons beach house two bright twenty something daughters and a seemingly perfect marriage but when ben dies
suddenly she discovers that her perfect lawyer husband has left them nearly penniless as georgia scrambles to support the family she and her
daughters plumb for the grit required to reinvent their lives and georgia even finds that new love is possible in the land of spanx inspiring
funny and deeply satisfying the widow waltz is a compulsively readable tale of forgiveness healing and the bonds between mothers and
daughters
The Legend of Sleepy Mayfair 2018-10-02 service dog trainer marcia banks is about to pull her hair out first construction of the new
mayfair riding stable has taken forever and no sooner has she moved her horse there than edna mayfair the stable s owner and town matriarch
decides to turn the barn into a haunted house for halloween meanwhile an anonymous prankster is haunting mayfair disrupting its small town
tranquility add to that the local postmistress s strange request to track down the parents of her visiting nephew and marcia is juggling
way too many roles including her newest one godmother to adorable twins but all that is nothing compared to what is coming as
halloween approaches the evil lurking in the shadows will threaten what is most precious in marcia s life and her beloved town if you like
books by annie bassett b r snow and mary hiker you may also enjoy the marcia banks and buddy mystery series the marcia banks and buddy
mystery series to kill a labrador arsenic and young lacy call of the woof a mayfair christmas carol patches in the rye the legend of sleepy
mayfair keywords cozy mystery mystery books cozy mysteries murder mysteries dog mystery books dog mysteries cozy mystery books female
detective amateur sleuth female sleuth good mystery books murder mystery books therapy dog ptsd veterans fiction books mystery novel
first in series crime fiction pet sleuth animal mysteries private investigator series books cozy mystery series dog mystery series
To Kill a Labrador 2016-04-10 marcia pronounced mar see a not marsha likes to think of herself as a normal person even though she has a
rather abnormal vocation she trains service dogs for combat veterans with ptsd then the ex marine owner of her first trainee is accused of
murdering his wife and marcia gets sucked into an even more abnormal avocation amateur sleuth called in to dog sit the labrador service dog
buddy she s outraged that his veteran owner is being presumed guilty until proven innocent with buddy s help she tries to uncover the real
killer even after the hunky local sheriff politely tells her to butt out marcia keeps poking around until the killer finally pokes back the
marcia banks and buddy mystery series to kill a labrador arsenic and young lacy call of the woof a mayfair christmas carol patches in the
rye keywords cozy mystery mystery books cozy mysteries murder mysteries dog mystery books dog mysteries cozy mystery books female
detective amateur sleuth female sleuth good mystery books murder mystery books therapy dog ptsd veterans fiction books mystery novel
first in series crime fiction pet sleuth animal mysteries private investigator series books cozy mystery series dog mystery series if you like
books by annie bassett b r snow and mary hiker you may also enjoy the marcia banks and buddy mystery series
Fatal Forty-Eight 2014-11-12 celebration turns to nightmare when psychotherapist kate huntington s guest of honor disappears en route
to her own retirement party kate s former boss sally ford has been kidnapped by a serial killer who holds his victims exactly forty eight
hours before killing them with time ticking away the police allow kate and her p i husband to help with the investigation the fbi agents
involved in the case have mixed reactions to the civilian consultants the senior agent welcomes kate s assistance as he fine tunes his
psychological profile his voluptuous young partner is more by the book she locks horns out in the field with kate s husband while back at
headquarters misunderstandings abound but they can ill afford these distractions when sally s time is about to expire psychological
suspense women sleuths mystery series suspense thriller serial killer missing persons fbi behavioral analysis unit female sleuth psychopath
The Call of the Woof 2017-07-20 army veteran jake black has a new lease on life thanks to service dog felix and his trainer marcia banks
despite a traumatic brain injury jake s able to ride his beloved motorcycle again with felix in the sidecar but his freedom to hit the open road
is threatened once more when he and his wife are accused of robbery called in to dog sit marcia can t sit idly by she and her mentor dog buddy
set out to clear the blacks name fighting misconceptions about bikers and the nature of tbi along the way when murder is added to the mix
marcia redoubles her efforts despite anonymous threats and her sheriff boyfriend s strenuous objections both to her putting herself at risk
and to dragging him along on her wild ride if you like books by annie bassett b r snow and mary hiker you may also enjoy the marcia banks and
buddy mystery series the marcia banks and buddy mystery series to kill a labrador arsenic and young lacy call of the woof a mayfair
christmas carol patches in the rye the legend of sleepy mayfair keywords cozy mystery mystery books cozy mysteries murder mysteries dog
mystery books dog mysteries cozy mystery books female detective amateur sleuth female sleuth good mystery books murder mystery books
therapy dog ptsd veterans fiction books mystery novel first in series crime fiction pet sleuth animal mysteries private investigator series
books cozy mystery series dog mystery series service dog combat veterans dog training ptsd dogs veterans murder mystery
Anxiety Attack 2017-02-18 psychotherapist kate huntington and her p i husband end up at odds over a case when skip s undercover
operative is shot and the alleged shooter is one of kate s clients a man suffering from severe social anxiety skip canfield had doubts from the
beginning about this case a complicated one of top secret projects and industrial espionage now one of his best men and a friend is in the
hospital fighting for his life tensions mount when skip learns that kate who s convinced her client is innocent and too emotionally fragile to
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survive in prison has been checking out leads on her own then a suspicious suicide brings the case to a head is the shooter tying up loose ends
almost too late skip realizes he may be one of those loose ends and someone seems to have no qualms about destroying his agency or getting
to him through his family psychological suspense women sleuths private investigator detective mystery mystery series military contractors
industrial spying social anxiety private detective female sleuth addiction kate huntington
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